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DO IT YOURSELF
Backyard Smelter Project 2014 - 2015 ongoing
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Detail from “Trajections” 2013. Image Artist’s Own

MANUAL
CONCLUSION: The project was initiated with the intention of engaging with and exploring a production method through a
minimum of monetary cost but the corresponding costs in other economies have turned out to be as dear. A possible solution
could be to formalise a time share economy.
2)

AUTONOMY –
a) Positive Outcome: By taking a light industrial manufacturing and art making process into my own hands I am learning
through haptic perception as well as through conversation rather than by rote learning delivered from an authority. Shared
interests are found with others and ideas develop organically.
b) Negative Outcome: Again vast amounts of time are expended. I become dependent of others to achieve goals, I must
work to others schedules and it is hard to define precisely times and material values.

3)

RELATIONAL –
a) Positive Outcome: My life has become richer from the relational interaction through the project. Evolution is found in
discomfort and discomfort is found in climbing the steepest face.
b) Negative Outcome: Some wrongs cannot be undone. Be careful how much you ask for and be especially careful how
much you take. Look for what is unwanted or what is common.

zrób to sam

a) Positive Outcome: By taking the time to research and work through methods (including a substantial amount of trial
and error) I am gathering knowledge and skills and engaging in conversation informally with expert and lay person
alike in contrast with going directly to a primary source of knowledge.
b) Negative Outcome: Time expended. Although this approach to learning gives a superior in-depth engagement with
the mechanics, science and technicalities of the activity, the seeking out of and sifting through of material is vastly more
time consuming than consulting an expert or enrolling on a specialist course of education.
1)

D.I.Y.

EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING –

BRICOLAGE

LEARNING OUTCOMES: SOME FINDINGS:

MONEY

HEIMWERKEN

SITUATION REPORT

MATERIALS

TIME
This project is a shared experience in time
This project will take up other peoples time
This project is selfish with time
This project consumes time in lieu of money
This project happens on its own time
This project never happens on time
This project spends a lot of time on the internet
This project is a slow time project
This project is forgetful of time
This project happens in the time between other projects
This project wants its lifetime
This project is a list of tasks to complete
This project shouldnt be a list of tasks to complete
This project needs a time structure
This project is about elongating time
But often it goes too slow
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This project was enabled through kindness. Donations of
material, equipment, space, labour, sustenance, conversation,
skills, expertise and most valuably, time. When in a position
of poverty one must find value where they have not thought
to seek it before. The dynamics of non-monetary exchange
can at times become complex. I have learned or have been
reacquainted with my intuition that this complexity can and
should be simplified through clear communication. But the
question arising is that if initially pure intentions are forgotten, were they ever pure or merely imagined.

The original intention of this project was to take time to
learn skills and attain knowledge with an axiom in mind
that haste makes waste.

The Nash equilibrium: is the point, established by mathematician John Nash (1928-2015), at which two people in any interaction both maximize the benefit to themselves. For me this
point can be read from two opposing positions. The positive
position is that both the people involved understand the benefits derived from interaction and fair reciprocation and effort
is exacted to carry this out. The negative position is that either
person or one, enter into the effort to benefit themselves. This
may seem merely a question of perspective but is the crux of
human interaction. The essences of each position for me could
be described and warm and cold respectively.
The key to understanding is in communication and definition
but language is a slippy thing. The downside of establishing
and weighing the fair parameters for mutual reciprocation is
that the calculating mind never rests. But it is worth the effort.
Image Credit: Michael Cleary. “Aluminium Machine
Stands” 2014. Foynes, Limerick. (IRL).

Simon Donnelly sifting sand through a lawnmower grass collection bag and Ciaran Nash grinding bentonite clay (cat litter) into powder with a pestle and mortar to make ‘green’ casting
sand at Upper Gooig, Castleconnell, Co. Limerick. April 2015.
Image Credit: Isabella Walsh.

"SKAVAANGE"

Image Credit: Isabella Walsh. Screenshot from “Skavaange” video, 2015. Upper Gooig, Castleconnell, Limerick (IRL) Feb 2015.
Depicted is Ciaran Nash making his DIY Foundry.

